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Abstract We study the dg-category of twisted complexes on a ringed space and prove
that it gives a newdg-enhancement of the derived category of perfect complexes on that
space. A twisted complex is a collection of locally defined sheaves together with the
homotopic gluing data. We construct a dg-functor from twisted complexes to perfect
complexes, which turns out to be a dg-enhancement. This new enhancement has the
advantage of being completely geometric and it comes directly from the definition of
perfect complex. In addition we will talk about some applications and further topics
around twisted complexes.
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1 Introduction

The derived categories of perfect complexes and pseudo-coherent complexes on ringed
topoi were introduced in SGA 6 [2]. They have played an important role in mathe-
matics ever since. Nevertheless we would like to consider the differential graded
(dg)-enhancements of these derived categories. More precisely we have the following
definition.

Definition 1.1 Let C be a triangulated category. A dg-enhancement of C is a pair
(B, ε) where B is a pre-triangulated dg-category and
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ε : HoB ∼−−→C

is an equivalence of triangulated categories. Here HoB is the homotopy category of
B.

For the derived category Dperf(X) on a (quasi-compact and separated) scheme X
we have the classical injective enhancement, which consists of h-injective objects,
see [12, Section 3.1]. Although very useful, the injective resolution has its drawback
that the modules are too “large” and the construction is not geometric. Therefore we
are seeking for a new, more geometric dg-enhancement.

In the late 1970’s Toledo and Tong [19] introduced twisted complexes as a way to
get their hands on perfect complexes of sheaves on a complex manifold and implicitly
they recognized this was a dg-model for the derived category of perfect complexes. In
this paperwe prove in all details that twisted complexes form a dg-model for categories
of perfect complexes (and more generally pseudo-coherent complexes) of sheaves on
a ringed space under some conditions.

Let us first give an informal description to illustrate the idea of twisted complexes.
Recall that a complex of sheaves S• on X is perfect if for any point x ∈ X , there
exist an open neighborhood x ∈ U ⊂ X and a two-side bounded complex of finitely
generated locally free sheaves E•

U on U together with a quasi-isomorphism

θU : E•
U

∼−−→S•|U .

For two different open subsets Ui and Uj we have two quasi-isomorphisms

θi : E•
Ui

∼−−→S•|Ui and θ j : E•
Uj

∼−−→S•|Uj .

For simplicity we denote E•
Ui

by E•
i and Ui ∩Uj by Ui j . Hence on Ui j we have

E•
i |Ui j

∼
θi ����

��
��

��
�

E•
j |Ui j

θ j

∼
�����

��
��

��

S•|Ui j .

Since E•
i and E

•
j are bounded and locally free,we can refine the open cover if necessary

and lift the identity map on S•|Ui j (under some assumptions on S•, see Lemma 2.30
below) to a map a ji : E•

j → E•
i , i.e. the following diagram:

E•
i |Ui j

a ji ��

∼
θi ����

��
��

��
�

E•
j |Ui j

θ j

∼
����������

S•|Ui j

commutes up to homotopy.
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It is expected that themaps a ji play the role of transition functions, but wewill show
that they do not. Consider a third open subset Uk together with E•

k on it. According
to the discussion above, the following diagram:

E•
i |Ui jk

a ji ��

aki

���
��

��
��

��
��

��
��

��
θi

�����������
E•

j |Ui jk

ak j

����
��

��
��

��
��

��
��θ j

�����������

S•|Ui jk

E•
k |Ui jk

θk

		

commutes up to homotopy. More precisely, we have a degree −1 map akji : E•
i →

E•−1
k on Ui jk such that

aki − akja ji = [d, akji ],
where d is the differential on E•

i and E•
k . In other words, the maps a ji only satisfy

the cocycle condition up to homotopy. Hence we cannot simply use them to glue the
sheaves E•

i into a complex of sheaves on X . On the other hand, we expect that the
homotopy operators akji satisfy compatible relations up to higher homotopies.

Toledo and Tong in [19] show that all these compatibility data together satisfy the
Maurer–Cartan equation

δa + a ·a = 0

which will be explained in Sect. 2. They call a collection E•
i together with such maps

a a twisted complex or twisted cochain. In this paper we call it twisted perfect complex
and keep the term twisted complex for a more general concept (for precise definition,
see Sect. 2). Moreover, O’Brian, Toledo and Tong have proved that every perfect
complex has a twisted resolution, see [15, Propoistion 1.2.3] or Proposition 3.20. This
result is closely related to the essential-surjectivity of a dg-enhancement. Nevertheless,
they have not attempted to build any equivalence of categories.

In this paper we construct a sheafification functor which is a dg-functor

S : Twperf(X) → Qcohperf(X),

where Twperf(X) denotes the dg-category of twisted perfect complexes on X and
Qcohperf(X) denotes the dg-category of perfect complexes of quasi-coherent sheaves
on X .

We will prove that the dg-functor S gives the expected dg-enhancement, The-
orem 3.29: Under reasonable conditions, the sheafification functor induces an
equivalence of categories

S : HoTwperf(X) → Dperf(Qcoh(X)).
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We would also like to consider perfect complexes of general OX -modules rather than
quasi-coherent modules. Actually we have, Theorem 3.32: Under some additional
conditions, the sheafification functor induces an equivalence of categories

S : HoTwperf(X) → Dperf(X).

Herewe brieflymention the strategy of the proof.We extend the dg-category of twisted
perfect complexes to a more general dg-category of twisted complexes on X and define
a twisting functor

T : Sh(X) → Tw(X)

which is also a dg-functor, where Sh(X) denotes the dg-category of sheaves on X and
Tw(X) denotes the dg-category of twisted complexes on X . The essential-surjectivity
and fully-faithfulness of S can be achieved by a careful study of the relations between
S and T.

The constructions and proofs are inspired by [3, Section 4]. In fact Block gives a
Dolbeault-theoretic dg-enhancement of perfect complexes in [3] while our construc-
tion can be considered as a Čech-theoretic enhancement.

Remark 1.2 In [12], Lunts and Schnürer introduced another dg-enhancement of the
derived category of perfect complexes on a scheme and they call it the Čech enhance-
ment. Conceptually the enhancement in [12] is very similar to the twisted complexes
in this paper and we will discuss the relations between them in Sect. 3.4, Remark 3.34.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we give the definition of twisted (per-
fect) complexes. We show that these dg-categories have a pre-triangulated structure.
Moreover we introduce weak equivalences between twisted complexes.

In Sect. 3 we construct the dg-enhancement. In more details, we construct the
sheafification functor S in Sect. 3.1. In Sect. 3.2 we prove that the image of a twisted
perfect complex under S is really a perfect complex. In Sect. 3.3 we prove that S is
essentially surjective and in Sect. 3.4 we prove that S is fully faithful. Hence S gives
the dg-enhancement.

In Sect. 4 we talk about some applications of twisted complexes. In particular we
illustrate the application in descent theory.

In Sect. 5 we talk about some further topics. In Sect. 5.1 we introduce the twisted
coherent complexes and prove that they form a dg-enhancement of the derived category
of bounded above complexes of coherent sheaves. Actually the proofs are the same as
those for twisted perfect complexes.

In Sect. 5.2 we make a digression and discuss the degenerate twisted complexes
and show how they give splitting of idempotents.

In Sect. 5.3 we outline an alternative approach to this object: We wish to put a
suitable model structure on twisted complexes and view S and T in terms of Quillen
adjunctions.

In Appendix 1 we compare coherent complexes and pseudo-coherent complexes.
Moreover we study the relation between quasi-coherent modules and general OX -
modules.
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720 Z. Wei

To ensure Theorem 3.29 we need that the open cover {Ui } of X is fine enough, in
Appendix 2 we discuss good covers of a ringed space X .

2 A review of twisted complexes

2.1 A quick review of perfect complexes

Before talking about twisted complexes, we give a quick review of the derived category
of perfect complexes and fix the notations in this subsection. For more details see [17,
20].

Definition 2.1 Let (X,OX ) be a locally ringed space. A complex S• is strictly perfect
if Si is zero for all but finitely many i and Si is a direct summand of a finite free
OX -module for all i . The second condition is equivalent to that Si is a finite locally
free OX -module for all i .

Moreover, a complex S• ofOX -modules is perfect if for any point x ∈ X , there exist
an open neighborhood U of x and a strictly perfect complex E•

U on U such that the
restriction S•|U is isomorphic to E•

U in D(OU -mod), the derived category of sheaves
of OX -modules on U .

Caution 2.2 If we did not assume that X is a locally ringed space, then it may not be
true that a direct summand of a finite free OX -module is finite locally free. See [20,
Tag 08C3].

Remark 2.3 In fact, the definition of perfect complex is equivalent to the stronger
requirement that for any point x ∈ X , there exist an open neighborhood U of x
and a bounded complex of finite rank locally free sheaves E•

U on U together with a
quasi-isomorphism E•

U
∼−−→S•|U . See [20, Tag 08C3, Lemma 20.38.8] for details.

Remark 2.4 It is obvious that a strictly perfect complex must be perfect. However, on
a general ringed space (X,OX ) perfect complexes are not necessarily strictly perfect.
In [12, Section 2.3], Lunts and Schnürer say that the scheme X satisfies condition GSP
if every perfect complex on X is quasi-isomorphic to a strictly perfect complex. It can
be proved that any affine scheme or projective scheme or separated regular Noetherian
scheme satisfies condition GSP, see [2, Exposé II, Propositions 2.2.7 and 2.2.9] or [17,
Example 2.1.2 and Proposition 2.3.1].

We consider the following categories.

Definition 2.5 Let Sh(X) be the dg-category of complexes of OX -modules on X . Let
Shperf(X) be the full dg-subcategory of perfect complexes on X .

Let K(X) be the homotopy category of complexes of OX -modules on X . Then
Kperf(X) is the triangulated subcategory of K(X)which consists of perfect complexes
of OX -module.

Moreover letD(X)be the derived category of complexes ofOX -modules on X . Then
Dperf(X) is the triangulated subcategory of D(X)which consists of perfect complexes
of OX -modules.
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We need also to consider the complexes of quasi-coherent sheaves on X and we have
the following definition.

Definition 2.6 Let Qcoh(X) be the dg-category of complexes of quasi-coherent
sheaves on X . It is clear that Qcoh(X) is a full dg-subcategory of Sh(X). Let
Qcohperf(X) be the full dg-subcategory of Qcoh(X) which consists of perfect com-
plexes of quasi-coherent sheaves. Qcohperf(X) is also a full dg-subcategory of
Shperf(X).

Let K(Qcoh(X)) be the homotopy category of Qcoh(X) and D(Qcoh(X)) be its
derived category. Similarly we have Kperf(Qcoh(X)) and Dperf(Qcoh(X)).

Remark 2.7 We have the natural inclusion i : Qcoh(X) → Sh(X) which induces a
functor

˜i : D(Qcoh(X)) → DQcoh(X),

where DQcoh(X) is the derived category of complexes of OX -modules with quasi-
coherent cohomologies. However, for general (X,OX ) the functor˜i is not necessarily
essentially surjective nor fully faithful. As a result we need to distinguish complexes
of quasi-coherent modules and complexes of general OX -modules. This issue will be
discussed further in Appendix 1.

2.2 Notations of bicomplexes and sign conventions

In this subsection we introduce some notations which are necessary in the definition
of twisted complexes, for reference see [14, Section 1].

Let (X,OX ) be a locally ringed space with paracompact underlying topological
space and U = {Ui } be a locally finite open cover of X . Let Ui0...in denote the inter-
section Ui0 ∩ · · · ∩Uin .

Remark 2.8 The papers [14,15,19] focus on the special case that X is a complex
manifold andOX is the sheaf of holomorphic functions on X . In this paper we consider
more general (X,OX ).

For each Uik , let E
•
ik
be a graded sheaf of OX -modules on Uik . Let

C•(U, E•) =
∏

p,q

Cp(U, Eq) (1)

be the bigraded complexes of E•. More precisely, an element cp,q of Cp(U, Eq)

consists of a section cp,qi0...i p
of Eq

i0
over each non-empty intersectionUi0...i p . IfUi0...i p =

∅, simply let the component on it be zero.
Now if another graded sheaf F•

ik
of OX -modules is given on each Uik , then we can

consider the bigraded complex

C•(U,Hom•(E, F)) =
∏

p,q

Cp(U,Homq(E, F)). (2)
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An element u p,q of Cp(U,Homq(E, F)) gives a section u p,q
i0...i p

of Homq
OX−Mod(E

•
i p

,

F•
i0
), i.e. a degree q map from E•

i p
to F•

i0
over the non-empty intersection Ui0...i p .

Notice that we require u p,q to be a map from F• on the last subscript of Ui0...i p to E•
on the first subscript ofUi0...i p . Again, ifUi0...i p = ∅, let the component on it be zero.

Remark 2.9 In this paper when we talk about degree (p, q), the first index always
indicates the Čech degree while the second index always indicates the graded sheaf
degree.

We need to study the compositions ofC•(U,Hom•(E, F)). Let {G•
ik
} be a third graded

sheaf of OX -modules, then there is a composition map

C•(U,Hom•(F,G))×C•(U,Hom•(E, F)) → C•(U,Hom•(E,G)).

In fact, for u p,q ∈ Cp(U,Homq(F,G)) and vr,s ∈ Cr (U,Homs(E, F)), their com-
position (u ·v)p+r,q+s is given by (see [14, Equation (1.1)])

(u ·v)
p+r,q+s
i0...i p+r

= (−1)qr u p,q
i0...i p

v
r,s
i p ...i p+r

, (3)

where the right-hand side is the naïve composition of sheaf maps.
In particular, C•(U,Hom•(E, E)) becomes an associative algebra under this com-

position (it is easy but tedious to check the associativity).Wealso notice thatC•(U, E•)
becomes a left module over this algebra. In fact the action

C•(U,Hom•(E, E))×C•(U, E•) → C•(U, E•)

is given by (u p,q , cr,s) �→ (u ·c)p+r,q+s where the action is given by (see [14, Equa-
tion (1.2)])

(u ·c)p+r,q+s
i0...i p+r

= (−1)qr u p,q
i0...i p

cr,si p ...i p+r
, (4)

where the right-hand side is given by evaluation.
There is also a Čech-style differential operator δ on C•(U,Hom•(E, F)) and

C•(U, E•) of bidegree (1, 0) given by the formula

(δu)
p+1,q
i0...i p+1

=
p

∑

k=1

(−1)ku p,q
i0...̂ik ...i p+1

∣

∣

Ui0 ...i p+1
, u p,q ∈ Cp(U,Homq(E, F)), (5)

and

(δc)p+1,q
i0...i p+1

=
p+1
∑

k=1

(−1)kcp,q
i0...̂ik ...i p+1

∣

∣

Ui0 ...i p+1
, cp,q ∈ Cp(U, E). (6)

Caution 2.10 Notice that the map δ defined above is different from the usual Čech
differential. In (5) we do not include the 0-th and the (p+1)-th indices and in (6) we
do not include the 0-th index.

By a routine check we have
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Proposition 2.11 The differential satisfies the Leibniz rule. More precisely,

δ(u ·v) = (δu) ·v + (−1)|u|u ·(δv),

δ(u ·c) = (δu) ·c + (−1)|u|u ·(δc),

where |u| is the total degree of u.

2.3 The definition of twisted complex

Now we can define twisted complexes.

Definition 2.12 Let (X,OX ) be a locally ringed, paracompact space and U = {Ui }
be a locally finite open cover of X . A twisted complex consists of graded sheaves E•

i
of OX -modules on each Ui together with a collection of morphisms

a =
∑

k�0

ak,1−k,

where ak,1−k ∈ Ck(U,Hom1−k(E, E)) such that they satisfy the Maurer–Cartan
equation δa + a ·a = 0. More explicitly, for k � 0

δak−1,2−k +
k

∑

i=0

ai,1−i ·ak−i,1−k+i = 0. (7)

Moreover, we impose the following non-degenerate condition: for each i , the chain
map

a1,0i i : (

E•
i , a

0,1
i

) → (

E•
i , a

0,1
i

)

is chain homotopic to the identity map.
The twisted complexes on (X,OX , {Ui }) form a dg-category: the objects are the

twisted complexes E = (E•
i , a) and the morphisms from E = (E•

i , a) to F = (F•
i , b)

are C•(U,Hom•(E, F)). The degree of a morphism is given by the total degree of
C•(U,Hom•(E, F)). Moreover, the differential of a morphism φ is given by

dφ = δφ + b ·φ − (−1)|φ|φ ·a.

We denote the dg-category of twisted complexes on (X,OX , {Ui }) by Tw(X,OX ,

{Ui }). If there is no danger of confusion we can simply denote it by Tw(X).
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724 Z. Wei

Actually the first few terms of the Maurer–Cartan equation (7) can be written as

a0,1i ·a0,1i = 0,

a0,1i ·a1,0i j + a1,0i j ·a0,1j = 0,

−a1,0ik + a1,0i j ·a1,0jk + a0,1i ·a2,−1
i jk + a2,−1

i jk ·a0,1k = 0,

· · ·

Let us explain themeaning of these equations. The first equation tells us that for each i ,
(E•

i , a
0,1
i ) is a chain complex. The second equation, together with the sign convention

in (3), tells us that a1,0
i j gives a chain map (E•

j , a
0,1
j ) → (E•

i , a
0,1
i ). The third equation

says that we have the cocycle condition

a1,0ik = a1,0i j a1,0jk

up to homotopy with the homotopy operator a2,−1
i jk .

Caution 2.13 Notice that a twisted complex itself is not a complex of sheaves on X .

For our purpose we need the following smaller dg-categories.

Definition 2.14 A twisted perfect complexE = (E•
i , a) is the sameas twisted complex

except that each E•
i is required to be a strictly perfect complex on Ui . The twisted

perfect complexes form a dg-category and we denote it by Twperf(X,OX , {Ui }) or
simply Twperf(X). Obviously, Twperf(X) is a full dg-subcategory of Tw(X).

Remark 2.15 The twisted perfect complex in this paper is almost the same as the
twisted cochain in [14]. The only difference between our definition and theirs is that
we do not require that for any i

a1,0i i = idE•
i

on the nose.

Our definition guarantees that the mapping cone exists in the category Tw(X), see
Definition 2.22.

Remark 2.16 We would like to mention some related topics here.

• Our construction is very similar to the twisted complex in [7]. For example both
constructions involve the Maurer–Cartan equation. The main difference is that
the differential of the Maurer–Cartan equation in Bondal and Kapranov’s twisted
complex is the differential in the dg-category, while our differential is the Čech
differential δ.

• The construction of twisted complexes is very similar to the dg-nerve as in [13,
1.3.1.6] or in [5, Definition 2.3]. It is worthwhile to find the deeper relations.

• We expect the dg-category Twperf(X) gives an explicit realization of the homotopy
limit of L(Ui ), the dg-categories of locally free finitely generated sheaves on
Ui . This problem has been solved in the recent preprint [4] and the construction
depends heavily on the simplicial resolution of dg-categories in [10].
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Definition 2.17 For a fixed twisted complex (E•, a), we can define an operator δa on
C•(U, E•) of total degree 1 by

δa c = δc + a ·c.

TheMaurer–Cartan equation δa+a ·a = 0 implies that δ2a = 0, i.e. δa is a differential
on C•(U, E•). We have the same construction when we restrict to Twperf(X).

Remark 2.18 We see that the differential δa in Definition 2.17 is a twist of the differ-
ential δ. This justifies the name “twisted complex”.

2.4 Further study of the non-degeneracy condition of twisted complexes

Recall that for each i , the (0, 1) component a0,1
i : En

i → En+1
i is a differential of

OX -modules onUi , hence we get a complex (En
i , a0,1

i ) onUi . Remember that the map
is the dot multiplication of a0,1

i as in (4).
Now we consider the map a1,0

i i : En
i → En

i , the Maurer–Cartan equation (7) in the
k = 1 case tells us

a1,0i i ·a0,1i + a0,1i ·a1,0i i = 0.

Actually under the sign convention in (3), the above equation becomes

a1,0i i a0,1i − a0,1i a1,0i i = 0.

In other words, a1,0
i i gives a chain map (En

i , a0,1
i ) → (En

i , a0,1
i ).

Let us denote the homotopy category of complexes ofOX -modules onUi byK(Ui ).
Then we have the following lemma.

Lemma 2.19 If the maps ak,1−k satisfy the Maurer–Cartan equation, then the map
a1,0
i i : (En

i , a0,1
i ) → (En

i , a0,1
i ) is an idempotent map in the homotopy category K(Ui ),

i.e. (a1,0
i i )2 = a1,0

i i up to chain homotopy.

Proof The k = 2 case of the Maurer–Cartan equation (7) gives us

−a1,0i i + a1,0i i ·a1,0i i + a0,1i ·a2,−1
i i i + a2,−1

i i i ·a0,1i = 0.

Hence if we take a2,−1
i i i to be the homotopy operator, this immediately gives what we

want. �	
For later purpose we need the following lemma.

Lemma 2.20 If the maps ak,1−k satisfy the Maurer–Cartan equation, then the map
a1,0
i i : (En

i , a0,1
i ) → (En

i , a0,1
i ) is homotopic to the identity map if and only if it is

homotopic invertible.

Proof By Lemma 2.19, we know that (a1,0
i i )2 = a1,0

i i up to chain homotopy. Then the
result is obvious. �	
We will discuss the non-degeneracy condition further in Sect. 5.2.
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726 Z. Wei

2.5 The pre-triangulated structure on Tw(X)

The dg-category Tw(X) has a natural shift-by-one functor and a mapping cone con-
struction as follows.

Definition 2.21 Let E = (E•
i , a) be a twisted complex. We define its shift E[1] to be

E[1] = (E[1]•i , a[1]), where

E[1]•i = E•+1
i , a[1]k,1−k = (−1)k−1ak,1−k.

Moreover, let φ : E → F be a morphism. We define its shift φ[1] as

φ[1]p,q = (−1)qφ p,q .

Definition 2.22 Let φ•,−• be a closed degree zero map between twisted complexes
E = (E•, a•,1−•) and F = (F•, b•,1−•) , we can define the mapping cone G = (G, c)
of φ as follows (see [15, Section 1.1]):

Gn
i = En+1

i ⊕Fn
i

and

ck,1−k
i0...ik

=
⎛

⎝

(−1)k−1ak,1−k
i0...ik

0

(−1)kφk,−k
i0...ik

bk,1−k
i0...ik

⎞

⎠ . (8)

Remark 2.23 As a special case of (8) we get

c1,0i i =
(

a1,0i i 0

−φ
1,−1
i i b1,0i i

)

.

It is clear that c1,0i i �= id even if both a1,0
i i and b1,0

i i are equal to id since we cannot assume
that φ1,−1

i i = 0 for any i . This is the main technical reason that we drop the requirement
a1,0
i i = id in the definition of twisted complex, see Remark 2.15.

Nevertheless, we can prove that the mapping cone satisfies the non-degeneracy con-
dition in Definition 2.1.

Lemma 2.24 Let φ•,−• be a closed degree zero map between twisted complexes E =
(E•, a•,1−•) and F = (F•, b•,1−•). Let G = (G, c) be the mapping cone of φ. Then

c1,0i i : (

G•
i , c

0,1
i

) → (

G•
i , c

0,1
i

)

is chain homotopic to id.
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Proof By Lemma 2.20, we know that a1,0
i i and b1,0

i i are homotopic invertible, hence

c1,0i i =
(

a1,0i i 0

−φ
1,−1
i i b1,0i i

)

is also homotopic invertible since it is a lower block triangular matrix.
On the other hand, the maps ck,1−k satisfy the Maurer–Cartan equation. Again by

Lemma 2.20 we know that c1,0i i is chain homotopic to id. �	

One can easily check the following result.

Proposition 2.25 Tw(X) is a pre-triangulated dg-category and Twperf(X) is a
pre-triangulated dg-subcategory of Tw(X). Therefore the category HoTw(X) is tri-
angulated and HoTwperf(X) is a triangulated subcategory of HoTw(X).

Caution 2.26 The degree and sign convention in the definition of mapping cones in
this paper are slightly different to those in [15, Section 1.1].

2.6 Weak equivalences in Tw(X)

In this subsection we specify the class of weak equivalences in Tw(X), which is very
important in our later constructions.

Definition 2.27 Let E = (E•, a•,1−•) and F = (F•, b•,1−•) be two objects in Tw(X).
A morphism φ : E → F is called a weak equivalence if it satisfies the following two
conditions:

• φ is closed and of degree zero;
• its (0, 0) component

φ
0,0
i : (

E•
i , a

0,1
i

) → (

F•
i , b0,1i

)

is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes of OX -modules on Ui for each i .

Remark 2.28 The definition of weak equivalence between twisted complexes is first
introduced in [9].

If E and F are both in the subcategory Twperf(X) we have a further result on weak
equivalence between them. For this we need some assumption on the open cover {Ui }
and some technical lemmas, which we introduce here.

Lemma 2.29 Let U be a subset of X which satisfies Hk(U,F) = 0 for any quasi-
coherent sheaf F on U and any k � 1. Let E• be a bounded above complex of finitely
generated locally free sheaves on U and G• be an acyclic complex of quasi-coherent
modules on U, then the Hom complex Hom•(E,G) is acyclic.
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Proof We have a filtration on Hom•(E,G) given by the E• degree. More explicitly,
let

FkHom•(E,G) = {

φ ∈ Hom•(E,G) : φ(e) = 0 if deg(e) > −k
}

.

By a simple spectral sequence argument, it is sufficient to prove that

(

FkHom•(E,G)/Fk+1Hom•(E,G), dHom
)

is acyclic for each k. We notice that

(

FkHom•(E,G)/Fk+1Hom•(E,G), dHom
) ∼= (

Hom(Ek,G•), dG
)

.

We know that (G•, dG) is acyclic. On the other hand, Ek is locally free finitely gen-
erated hence the assumption in the lemma guarantees that Hom(Ek,−) is an exact
functor, hence we get the acyclicity of Hom•(E,G). �	
Lemma 2.30 Let U be a subset of X which satisfies Hk(U,F) = 0 for any quasi-
coherent sheaf F on U and any k � 1. Suppose we have chain maps r : E• → F•
and s : G• → F• between complexes of sheaves on U, where E• is a bounded above
complex of finitely generated locally free sheaves, and F• and G• are quasi-coherent.
Moreover s is a quasi-isomorphism. Then r factors through s up to homotopy, i.e.
there exists a chain map r ′ : E• → G• such that s◦r ′ is homotopic to r .

Proof We can take the mapping cone of s, which is acyclic, then the result is a simple
corollary of Lemma 2.29. �	
With these lemmas we have the following result for twisted perfect complexes.

Proposition 2.31 Let the cover {Ui } satisfy Hk(Ui ,F) = 0 for any i , any quasi-
coherent sheaf F on Ui and any k � 1. If E and F are both in the subcategory
Twperf(X), then a closed degree zeromorphismφ between twisted complexesEandF is
aweak equivalence if and only ifφ is invertible in the homotopy categoryHoTwperf(X).

Proof It is obvious that homotopy invertibility implies weak equivalence. For the
other direction, we know φ is a weak equivalence, hence φ

0,0
i : E•

i → F•
i is a quasi-

isomorphism for each i . Since F•
i is a bounded complex of finitely generated locally

free sheaves, we apply Lemma 2.30 and get

ψ
0,0
i : F•

i → E•
i

such thatφ0,0
i ◦ψ

0,0
i is homotopic to idF•

i
. It is clear thatψ 0,0

i is also a quasi-isomorphism

and gives the two-side homotopy inverse of φ
0,0
i .

The remaining task is to extend ψ
0,0
i to a degree zero cocycle ψ•,−• in Tw(X) and

to show that it gives the homotopy inverse of φ•,−•. This is a simple spectral sequence
argument which is the same as the proof of [3, Proposition 2.9]. �	
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Remark 2.32 The result of Proposition 2.31 is no longer true if one of E and F is not
a twisted perfect complex.

We also have the following result.

Proposition 2.33 Let {Ui } be an open cover of X such that for any finite intersection
UI we have Hk(UI ,F) = 0 for any quasi-coherent sheaf F on UI and any k � 1.
Let E be a twisted perfect complex and F,G be twisted complexes consisting of quasi-
coherent sheaves on each Ui . Let ϕ : G → F be a weak equivalence. Then any closed
morphism φ : E → F factors through ϕ up to homotopy, i.e. there exists a chain map
θ : E → G such that ϕ ·θ is homotopic to φ.

Proof Theproof is inspired by that of [15, Proposition 1.2.3], see alsoProposition 3.20.
First we fix the notation. Let E = (E•

i , a), F = (F•
i , b), and G = (G•

i , c). Let l be the
degree of φ : E → F.

Since ϕ : G → F is a weak equivalence, we know that on eachUi , ϕ0,0 : G•
i → F•

i
is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes of quasi-coherent sheaves. By Lemma 2.30,
we know that φ

0,l
i : E•

i → F•+l
i factors through ϕ

0,0
i up to homotopy, i.e. there exist

θ
0,l
i : E•

i → G•+l
i and μ

0,l−1
i : E•

i → F•+l−1
i such that

c0,1i θ
0,l
i − θ

0,l
i a0,1i = 0,

ϕ
0,0
i θ

0,l
i − φ

0,l
i = b0,1i μ

0,l−1
i − μ

0,l−1
i a0,1i .

Now we need to do the following two constructions:

• Extend θ
0,l
i to a closed map θ : E → G between twisted complexes.

• Extend μ
0,l−1
i to a homotopy between ϕ ·θ and φ.

In more details, on each Ui0...ik we need to find θ
k,l−k
i0...ik

: E•
ik

→ G•+l−k
i0

and μ
k,l−1−k
i0...ik

:
E•
ik

→ F•+l−1−k
i0

such that

k−1
∑

j=1

(−1) jθk−1,l+1−k
i0...̂i j ...ik

+
k

∑

j=0

c j,1− j
i0...i j

·θk− j,l+ j−k
i j ...ik

− (−1)l
k

∑

j=0

θ
j,l− j
i0...i j

·ak− j,1+ j−k
i j ...ik

= 0

(9)

and

k
∑

j=0

ϕ
j,− j
i0...i j

·θk− j,l+ j−k
i j ...ik

− φ
k,l−k
i0...ik

=
k−1
∑

j=1

(−1) jμk−1,l−k
i0...̂i j ...ik

+
k

∑

j=0

b j,1− j
i0...i j

·μk− j,l−1+ j−k
i j ...ik

+ (−1)l
k

∑

j=0

μ
j,l−1− j
i0...i j

·ak− j,1+ j−k
i j ...ik

.

(10)
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We use induction to find θ and μ. First remember that θ0,l and μ0,l−1 have already
been achieved. Now assume that for any multi-index I with cardinality |I | < k + 1
we have found the θ and μ on UI and they satisfy (9) and (10) on UI .

Then we need to find θ
k,l−k
i0...ik

and μ
k,l−1−k
i0...ik

. To do this we consider the mapping cone

of ϕ and denote it by S = (Sni , s). By definition we know that Sni = Gn+1
i ⊕Fn

i and s
are given by

sk,1−k
i0...ik

=
⎛

⎝

(−1)k−1ck,1−k
i0...ik

0

(−1)kϕk,−k
i0...ik

bk,1−k
i0...ik

⎞

⎠ .

In particular, on each Ui we have

s0,1i =
(−c0,1i 0

ϕ
0,0
i b0,1i

)

.

Since ϕ : G → F is a weak equivalence, we know that for each Ui , (S•
i , s

0,1
i ) is an

acyclic complex of quasi-coherent sheaves. By Lemma 2.29, Hom•(E•
i , S

•
i ) is also

acyclic. Moreover, Hom•(E•
ik
, S•

i0
) is acyclic on Ui0...ik .

Then we rearrange (9) and (10) and get the following equations:

k−1
∑

j=1

(−1) jθk−1,l+1−k
i0...̂i j ...ik

+
k

∑

j=1

c j,1− j
i0...i j

·θk− j,l+ j−k
i j ...ik

− (−1)l
k−1
∑

j=0

θ
j,l− j
i0...i j

·ak− j,1+ j−k
i j ...ik

= (−1)lθk,l−k
i0...ik

·a0,1ik
− c0,1i0

·θk,l−k
i0...ik

(11)

and

−
k

∑

j=1

ϕ
j,− j
i0...i j

·θk− j,l+ j−k
i j ...ik

+ φ
k,l−k
i0...ik

+
k−1
∑

j=1

(−1) jμk−1,l−k
i0...̂i j ...ik

+
k

∑

j=1

b j,1− j
i0...i j

·μk− j,l−1+ j−k
i j ...ik

+ (−1)l
k−1
∑

j=0

μ
j,l−1− j
i0...i j

·ak− j,1+ j−k
i j ...ik

= ϕ
0,0
i0

·θk,l−k
i0...ik

− b0,1i0
·μk,l−1−k

i0...ik
− (−1)lμk,l−1−k

i0...ik
·a0,1ik

.

(12)

We denote the left-hand side of (11) and (12) by � and 	 respectively. Notice that �
and 	 do not involve θ

k,l−k
i0...ik

and μ
k,l−1−k
i0...ik

. Moreover, by induction assumption we can
check that

−c0,1i0
·� − (−1)l� ·a0,1ik

= 0
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and

ϕ
0,0
i0

·� + b0,1i0
·	 − (−1)l	 ·a0,1ik

= 0.

In other words, (�,	) : E•
ik

→ S•+l−k
i0

is closed. Since Hom•(E•
ik
, S•

i0
) is acyclic, we

can find

(

θ
k,l−k
i0...ik

, μ
k,l−1−k
i0...ik

) : E•
ik → S•+l−1−k

i0

such that

−c0,1i0
·θk,l−k

i0...ik
+ (−1)lθk,l−k

i0...ik
·a0,1ik

= �

and

ϕ
0,0
i0

·θk,l−k
i0...ik

− b0,1i0
·μk,l−1−k

i0...ik
− (−1)lμk,l−1−k

i0...ik
·a0,1ik

= 	.

In other words, (11) and (12) hold. �	

Remark 2.34 Propositions 2.31 and 2.33 are not explicitly given in [14,15,19].

3 Twisted complexes and the dg-enhancement of Dperf(X)

3.1 The sheafification functor S

In this section we come to our main topic in this paper. First we fix a locally finite open
cover U = {Ui } of X . As we noticed in Caution 2.13, a twisted complex E = (E•

i , a)

is not a complex of sheaves. Nevertheless in this subsection we associate a complex
of sheaves to each twisted complex on X .

First we introduce a variation of notations in (1) and (2). Let E•
ik

= {Er
ik
}r∈Z be a

graded sheaf of OX -modules on Uik as before. For V an open subset of X , let

C•(U, E•; V ) =
∏

p,q

Cp(U, Eq ; V )

be the bigraded complex on V . More precisely, an element cp,q of Cp(U, Eq ; V )

consists of a section cp,qi0...i p
of Eq

i0
over each non-empty intersection Ui0...in ∩ V . If

Ui0...in ∩ V = ∅, let the component on Ui0...in ∩ V simply be zero.
Similarly if another graded sheaf F•

ik
of OX -modules is given on each Uik , and V

is an open subset of X , we can consider the bigraded complex

C•(U,Hom•(E, F); V ) =
∏

p,q

Cp(U,Homq(E, F); V ).
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An element u p,q of complex Cp(U,Homq(E, F); V ) gives a section u p,q
i0...i p

of

Homq
OX -mod(E

•
i p

, F•
i0
)over eachnon-empty intersectionUi0...in ∩V . IfUi0...in ∩V = ∅,

let the component on Ui0...in ∩ V simply be zero.
Moreover, let E = (E•

i , a) be a twisted complex, recall that in Definition 2.17 we
defined a differential

δa = δ + a

on C•(U, E•). Now let V be an open subset of X , we can restrict δa to V to get a
differential on C•(U, E•; V ).

With all these notations, we can introduce the following definition.

Definition 3.1 For a twisted complex E = (E•
i , a), we define the associated complex

of sheaves S(E) as follows: for each n, the degree n part Sn(E) is a sheaf on X such
that for any open subset V of X

Sn(E)(V ) =
∏

p+q=n

Cp(U, Eq ; V ).

The differential on S•(E) is defined to be the sheafification of δa = δ + a. More
precisely, for each open subset V of X , the differential

Sn(E)(V ) → Sn+1(E)(V )

is given by δ + a restricted to V . We still denote it by δa since there is no danger of
confusion.

It is obvious that Sn(E) is a sheaf of OX -module for each n and δa : Sn(E) →
Sn+1(E) is a map of OX -modules.

Now we turn to the morphisms. Let φ : E → F be a degree n morphism in Tw(X).
We can define the associated sheaf morphism

S(φ) : S•(E) → S•+n(F)

in the same spirit as Definition 3.1, i.e. by restricting to each of Cp(U, Eq ; V ).
In fact we can view S•(E) in another way. For this we recall some definitions in

sheaf theory. Let F be any sheaf of OX -modules on X and U be an open subset of
X with j : U → X being the inclusion map. We denote the restriction sheaf of F on
U by F|U . The pushforward of F|U is denoted by j∗(F|U ) and it will be a sheaf of
OX -modules on X again and we also denote it by F|U if there is no confusion.

Remark 3.2 We do not use the fancy pushforward j! in this paper.
Then we have

Sn(E) =
∏

p+q=n

Eq
i0
|Ui0 ...i p

(13)

as a sheaf and the differential δa = δ + a and the morphism S(φ) are defined likewise
by restriction. In conclusion we have the following definition.
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Definition 3.3 The above construction defines a dg-fuctor S : Tw(X) → Sh(X) and
we call it the sheafification functor.

Remark 3.4 If the complexes E•
i are bounded and the cover {Ui } is locally finite, it

is easy to see that the product in Sn(E) = ∏

p+q=n E
q
i0
|Ui0 ...i p

is locally finite, hence
the image of a twisted perfect complex under S actually consists of quasi-coherent
sheaves. In other words, the sheafification functor restricts to Twperf(X) and gives

S : Twperf(X) → Qcoh(X).

Further study of the sheafification of twisted perfect complexes will be given in the
next subsection.

3.2 The sheafification of twisted perfect complexes

Let E be a twisted perfect complex, we want to show that the associated complex
of sheaves (S•(E), δa) is perfect. In fact in this subsection we will get a more gen-
eral result. The next proposition, which is important in our work, says that locally
(S•(E), δa) contains the same information as (E•

j , a
0,1
j ) for each j .

Proposition 3.5 (local property of S) Let E = (E•
i , a) be a twisted complex and

(S•(E), δa) be the associated complex of sheaves. Then for each Uj the complex of
sheaves (S•(E), δa)|Uj is chain homotopy equivalent to (E•

j , a
0,1
j ), i.e. we have two

morphisms

f : (S•(E), δa)|Uj → (

E•
j , a

0,1
j

)

, g : (

E•
j , a

0,1
j

) → (S•(E), δa)|Uj

such that

f ◦g = idE•
j

and g◦ f = idS•(E)|Uj
up to chain homotopy. (14)

Proof The proof is long and involves several technical claims. First we can construct
the chain map f : (S•(E)(V ), δa) → (E•

j (V ), a0,1
j ) for V ⊂ Uj by projecting to the

(0, n) component. In more details, we know that

Sn(E)(V ) =
∏

p+q=n

Cp(U, Eq ; V ).

The (0, n) component C0(U, En; V ) has a further decomposition

C0(U, En; V ) =
∏

i0

En
i0(V ∩Ui0).

We also notice that j appears in one of indexes i0. Then f : (S•(E)(V ), δa) →
(E•

j (V ), a0,1
j ) is given by first projecting to the (0, n) component and then project-

ing to the j component. It is easy to see that f is a chain map.
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The construction of the map in the opposite direction g : (E•
j (V ), a0,1

j ) →
(S•(E)(V ), δa) is more complicated. We first introduce the following auxiliary mor-
phism:

ε
p
i0...i p

: E•
i0(Ui0...i p j ∩ V ) → E•

i0(Ui0...i p ∩ V )

as

ε
p
i0...i p

= (−1)p id.

Sometimes we simply denote it by ε p. Since V ⊆ Uj , we have Ui0...i p ∩ V ⊆ Ui0...i p j

hence the above formula makes sense.
Notice that the identity map En−p

i0
(Ui0...i p j ∩ V ) → En−p

i0
(Ui0...i p ∩ V ) shifts the

Čech degree by −1 and hence we introduce the factor (−1)p to compensate it.

We have the following property of the maps ε•.

Claim 3.6 The maps ε• anti-commute with a and δ. More precisely, for a multi-index
i0, . . . , i p+q , we have

a p,1−p
i0...i p

ε
q
i p ...i p+q

= −ε
p+q
i0...i p+q

a p,1−p
i0...i p

, (15)

where both sides are considered as maps

E•
i p (Uip ...i p+q j ∩ V ) → E•+1−p

i0
(Ui0...i p+q ∩ V ).

As for δ, we introduce a map˜δ on Ui0...i p j ∩ V as

(˜δc)i0...i p j =
p

∑

k=1

(−1)kci0...̂ik ...i p j .

Then we have
δε p = −ε p+1

˜δ. (16)

Proof First we prove that (15) holds. Let c ∈ E•
i p

(Uip ...i p+q j∩V ) be with Čech degree
q + 1. By definition

ε
q
i p ...i p+q

c = (−1)q c ∈ E•
i p (Uip ...i p+q ∩ V )

has Čech degree q. Then according to the sign convention in (4) we have

a p,1−p
i0...i p

ε
q
i p ...i p+q

c = (−1)q a p,1−p
i0...i p

·c
= (−1)q(−1)(1−p)q a p,1−p

i0...i p
c = (−1)pq a p,1−p

i0...i p
c.
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On the other hand, we have

a p,1−p
i0...i p

·c = (−1)(1−p)(1+q)a p,1−p
i0...i p

c

hence

ε
p+q
i0...i p+q

a p,1−p
i0...i p

·c = (−1)p+q(−1)(1−p)(1+q)a p,1−p
i0...i p

c = (−1)1+pq a p,1−p
i0...i p

c.

Comparing the two sides, we get

a p,1−p
i0...i p

ε
q
i p ...i p+q

= −ε
p+q
i0...i p+q

a p,1−p
i0...i p

.

Equation (16) follows similarly and we leave it as an exercise. �

We move on to the definition of g. Recall that

Sn(E)(V ) =
∏

p+q=n

Cp(U, Eq ; V ) =
∏

p�0

∏

i0...i p

En−p
i0

(Ui0...i p ∩ V )

and it is sufficient to define the projection of g to each component. With the help of
the map ε p we define that projection to be

ε p◦a p+1,−p
i0...i p j

: En
j (V ) → En−p

i0
(Ui0...i p ∩ V ), p � 0.

Claim 3.7 Themap g : (E•
j (V ), a0,1

j ) → (S•(E)(V ), δa) defined above is a chainmap.

Proof It is a consequence of the Maurer–Cartan equation

δak−1,2−k +
k

∑

i=0

ai,1−i ·ak−i,1−k+i = 0

together with the anti-commute properties in Lemma 3.6. �

Now we need to prove that f and g satisfy the relations in equation (14). First it is
obvious that

f ◦g = a1,0j j : (

E•
j (V ), a0,1j

) → (

E•
j (V ), a0,1j

)

.

By definition, a1,0
j j = idE•

j
up to homotopy hence we get f ◦g = idE•

j
up to homotopy.

The other half is more complicated. We need to build a map h : S•(E)(V ) →
S•−1(E)(V ) such that

g◦ f − id = δah + hδa .
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In fact we define h as

(hc)i0...ik = (−1)kci0...ik j .

Clearly h is a sheaf map with degree −1. Moreover we have

(δahc)i0...ik = (δ(hc))i0...ik + (a ·(hc))i0...ik

=
k

∑

l=1

(−1)l(hc)i0...̂il ...ik +
k

∑

l=0

al,1−l
i0...il

· (hc)il ...ik

=
k

∑

l=1

(−1)l(−1)k−1ci0...̂il ...ik j +
k

∑

l=0

al,1−l
i0...il

· (hc)il ...ik .

For the second termal,1−l
i0...il

·(hc)il ...ik weneed to bemore careful.Weknow that (hc)il ...ik
has Čech degree k − l hence

al,1−l
i0...il

· (hc)il ...ik = (−1)(1−l)(k−l)al,1−l
i0...il

◦ (hc)il ...ik

= (−1)(1−l)(k−l)(−1)k−l al,1−l
i0...il

◦cil ...ik j
= (−1)lk−lal,1−l

i0...il
◦cil ...ik j .

In conclusion we have

(δahc)i0...ik =
k

∑

l=1

(−1)k+l−1ci0...̂il ...ik j +
k

∑

l=0

(−1)lk−lal,1−l
i0...il

◦cil ...ik j . (17)

On the other hand, we have

(hδac)i0...ik = (−1)k(δac)i0...ik j = (−1)k
[

(δc) + (a ·c)]i0...ik j

= (−1)k
[ k
∑

l=1

(−1)l ci0...̂il ...ik j + (−1)k+1ci0...ik

+
k

∑

l=0

al,1−l
i0...il

·cil ...ik j + ak+1,−k
i0...ik j

·c j
]

= (−1)k
[ k
∑

l=1

(−1)l ci0...̂il ...ik j + (−1)k+1ci0...ik

+
k

∑

l=0

(−1)(l−1)(k−l+1)al,1−l
i0...il

◦cil ...ik j

+ ak+1,−k
i0...ik j

◦c j
]
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=
k

∑

l=1

(−1)k+l ci0...̂il ...ik j − ci0...ik +
k

∑

l=0

(−1)lk+l+1al,1−l
i0...il

◦cil ...ik j−ci0 ...ik

+ (−1)kak+1,−k
i0...ik j

◦c j .

In short, we have

(hδac)i0...ik =
k

∑

l=1

(−1)k+l ci0...̂il ...ik j − ci0...ik +
k

∑

l=0

(−1)lk+l+1al,1−l
i0...il

◦cil ...ik j

+ (−1)kak+1,−k
i0...ik j

◦c j .

Comparing the above equality and (17), we get

[δahc+hδac]i0...ik = −ci0...ik + (−1)kak+1,−k
i0...ik j

◦c j .

Recall that f c = c j and

g( f c)i0...ik = εkak+1,−k
i0...ik j

·c j = (−1)kak+1,−k
i0...ik j

◦c j

hence we get the desired result

[δahc+hδac]i0...ik = −ci0...ik + g( f c)i0...ik .

This finishes the proof of Proposition 3.5. �	
The perfectness now is a direct corollary of Proposition 3.5.

Corollary 3.8 If E = (E•, a) is a twisted perfect complex, then the sheafification
S•(E) is a perfect complex on (X,OX ). In other words, the sheafification functor S
restricts to Twperf(X) and gives the following dg-functor S : Twperf(X) → Shperf(X).

Proof Proposition 3.5 tells us that S•(E)|Uj is isomorphic to (E•
j , a

0,1
j ) in K(Uj ) hence

by definition it is perfect on Uj . Moreover this is true for any member Uj of the open
cover, therefore S•(E) is a perfect complex of sheaves on (X,OX ). �	
Remark 3.9 Corollary 3.8 together with Remark 3.4 tells us that actually we have a
dg-functor S : Twperf(X) → Qcohperf(X).

Another consequence of Proposition 3.5 is the following criterion ofweak equivalence.
Recall that by Definition 2.27 a closed degree zero morphism φ•,−• : E → F is called
a weak equivalence if its (0, 0) component φ

0,0
i : (E•

i , a
0,1) → (F•

i , b0,1) is a quasi-
isomorphism of complexes of OX -modules on Ui for each i .

Corollary 3.10 (criterion of weak equivalence) A degree 0 cocycle φ•,−• : E → F in
Tw(X) is a weak equivalence if and only if its sheafification S(φ) : S(E) → S(F) is a
quasi-isomorphism.
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Proof First we fix Uj . It is obvious that the quasi-isomorphism

f : S•(E)|Uj
∼−−→E•

j

is functorial hence we have the following commutative diagram:

S•(E)|Uj

S(φ)|Uj ��

∼




S•(F)|Uj

∼




E•
j

φ
0,0
j �� F•

j .

Now the claim is obviously true. �	

3.3 The essential surjectivity of S

3.3.1 The twisting functor T and some generalities

Remark 3.9 ensures that we have the dg-functor

S : Twperf(X) → Qcohperf(X)

which induces an exact functor

S : HoTwperf(X) → Dperf(Qcoh(X)).

In this subsection we will show that this functor is essentially surjective under some
mild condition. Moreover we will show that the functor

S : HoTwperf(X) → Dperf(X)

is essentially surjective under some additional conditions.
First we define a natural dg-functor from Sh(X) to Tw(X) as follows.

Definition 3.11 Let (S•, d) be a complex of OX -modules. We define its associated
twisted complex, T(S), by restricting to Ui . In more details, let (E•, a) = T(S) then

En
i = Sn|Ui

and

a0,1i = d|Ui , a1,0i j = id, ak,1−k = 0 for k � 2.

The complex T of morphisms is defined in a similar way. We call the dg-functor
T : Sh(X) → Tw(X) the twisting functor.
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We would like to find the relation between the dg-functors S and T. First we have the
following result.

Proposition 3.12 Let P = (S•, d) be a complex of OX -modules, the natural map

τP : P → ST(P)

is a quasi-isomorphism. Hence τ : id → ST gives a natural isomorphism between
functors (on the level of derived categories).

Proof By definition, ST(P) is the total complex of the double complex associated
to T(P) and the map τP is given by the embedding into the 0-th row of that double
complex. Hence it is sufficient to prove that the Čech direction of the double complex
is acyclic. But we know that the Čech complex (without taking global sections) is
always acyclic. �	
On the other hand, let E = (E, a) be a twisted complex, we would like to define a
closed degree 0 morphism

γE : TS(E) → E.

Actually for each Ui0...i p we need to construct a map

(γE)
p,−p
i0...i p

: S•(E)|Uip
→ E•−p

i0
.

Recall that S•(E) = ∏

j0... jk E
•−k
j0

|Uj0 ... jk
, then (γE)

p,−p
i0...i p

is defined to be projecting to

the component i0 . . . i p. In particular, (γE)
0,0
j is the map f in Proposition 3.5. It is easy

to verify that γE commutes with the differentials. From Proposition 3.5 we have

Proposition 3.13 The map γE : TS(E) → E is a weak equivalence.

Remark 3.14 If E is a twisted perfect complex, then TS(E) is not necessarily a twisted
perfect complex. Nevertheless, it is easy to see that TS(E) consists of complexes of
quasi-coherent sheaves on each Ui .

Proposition 3.15 Let E = (E, a) be a twisted complex, the composition

S(E)
τS(E)−−−→ STS(E)

S(γE)−−−→ S(E)

is equal to the identity map on S(E).

Proof The proof is just an untangling of definitions. By definition we know that

[STS(E)]n =
∏

p+q=n

∏

i0...i p

[

(TS(E))
q
i0

]∣

∣

Ui0 ...i p

=
∏

p+q=n

∏

i0...i p

∏

s+t=q

∏

a0...as

(

Et
a0 |Ua0 ...as

)∣

∣

Ui0 ...i p
.
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The map τS(E) is the embedding into the 0-th row hence it maps the complex
∏

s+t=n
∏

a0...as E
t
a0 |Ua0 ...as

to the p = 0, q = n component of the above equation, i.e.
τS(E) maps

∏

s+t=n
∏

a0...as E
t
a0 |Ua0 ...as

to

∏

i0

∏

s+t=n

∏

a0...as

(

Et
a0 |Ua0 ...as

)∣

∣

Ui0
.

Then compose with S(γE) and we get the identity map on
∏

s+t=q Et
a0 |Ua0 ...as

. �	

3.3.2 The twisted resolution and the essential surjectivity on quasi-coherent sheaves

Let P = (S•, d) be a perfect complex. There is no guarantee that its associated twisted
complex T(P) is a twisted perfect complex on the nose, even if we assume P consists
of quasi-coherent sheaves. Nevertheless we have a quasi-isomorphic result. First we
need to introduce the following definitions.

Definition 3.16 A locally ringed space (U,OU ) is called p-good if it satisfies the
following two conditions:

• For every perfect complex P• on U which consists of quasi-coherent sheaves,
there exist a strictly perfect complex E• on U together with a quasi-isomorphism
u : E• ∼−−→P•.

• The higher cohomologies of quasi-coherent sheaves vanish, i.e. Hk(U,F) = 0
for any quasi-coherent sheaf F on U and any k � 1.

Remark 3.17 The letter “p” in the term “p-good space” stands for “perfect”.

Then we can define p-good cover of a ringed space.

Definition 3.18 Let (X,OX ) be a locally ringed space, an open cover {Ui } of X is
called a p-good cover if (UI ,OX |UI ) is a p-good space for any finite intersection UI

of the open cover.

Remark 3.19 We introduce p-good coversmainly becausewe need to fix a coverwhich
works for any complex of quasi-coherent sheaves on X . Actually a possible alternative
way is to refine the open cover and consider the refinement of twisted complexes and
get a direct limit

lim−→ refinement of {Ui }Tw(X,OX , {Ui }).

Nevertheless in this paper we do not take the above approach and just stick to a fixed
p-good cover.

A lot of “reasonable” ringed spaces have p-good covers. For example we have

• (X,OX ) is a separated scheme, then any affine cover is p-good.
• (X,OX ) is a complex manifold with OX the sheaf of holomorphic functions. In
this case a Stein cover is p-good.
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• (X,OX ) is a paracompact topological space with soft structure sheaf OX . Then
any contractible open cover is p-good.

Further discussions of p-good covers will be given in Appendix 2.
With the notion of p-good covers we can state and prove the following important

proposition.

Proposition 3.20 (twisted resolution, see [15, Proposition 1.2.3]) Assume the cover
{Ui } is p-good. Let P = (S•, dS) be a perfect complex which consists of quasi-
coherent modules, then T(P) is weakly equivalent to a twisted perfect complex. More
precisely there exist a twisted perfect complex E together with a weak equivalence
(Definition 2.27)

φ : E ∼−−→T(P).

Proof This proposition and its proof are essentially the same as [15, Proposition 1.2.3].
For completeness we give the proof here in our terminology.

First we know that for each perfect complex P = (S•, dS), there exist a strictly
perfect complex E•

i on each Ui together with a quasi-isomorphism

φ
0,0
i : E•

i
∼−−→ S•|Ui .

Let us denote the differential of the chain complex E•
i by a

0,1
i . Now we need to do the

following two constructions:

• Find maps ak,1−k for k � 1 such that they and a0,1
i together make E•

i a twisted
complex.

• Extend the map φ
0,0
i to get a morphism (E•, a) → T(P) in Tw(X).

Actuallywe can construct the twokinds ofmaps simultaneously. Let L•
i be themapping

cone of φ
0,0
i (so far L•

i is not the mapping cone of any twisted complexes), which is
a complex of (not necessarily locally free) sheaves on each open cover Ui and we
denote its differential by A0,1

i . In fact we have

Ln
i =

En+1
i⊕
Sni

and

A0,1
i =

(−a0,1i 0

φ
0,0
i dS|Ui

)

.

We want to construct Ak,1−k in Ck(U,Hom1−k(L , L)) which make L into a twisted
complex. Moreover, we want (L , A) to be the mapping cone of a closed degree zero
morphism φ : E → T(P) which extends φ

0,0
i . More precisely, we have the following

two requirements on Ak,1−k :
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• A satisfies the Maurer–Cartan equation

δA + A ·A = 0.

• We have

A0,1
i =

(−a0,1i 0

φ
0,0
i dS|Ui

)

, A1,0
i j =

(∗ 0
∗ id|Ui j

)

and for k � 2, Ak,1−k is of the form
( ∗ 0∗ 0

)

.

The construction involves Lemmas 2.29 and 2.30.
Notice that Sn is quasi-coherent for each n, we apply Lemma 2.30 to the case

U = Ui j , r = φ
0,0
j : E•

j |Ui j → S•|Ui j and s = φ
0,0
i : E•

i |Ui j → S•|Ui j and we obtain

a chain map r ′ : E•
j |Ui j → E•

i |Ui j together with a homotopy h : E•
j |Ui j → S•−1|Ui j

such that

φ
0,0
i r ′ − φ

0,0
j = dSh + ha0,1j .

Hence we get

a1,0i j = r ′, φ
1,−1
i j = h.

Moreover let

A1,0
i j =

⎛

⎝

a1,0i j 0

−φ
1,−1
i j id|Ui j

⎞

⎠ .

It is clear that A1,0 satisfies

A1,0 · A0,1 + A0,1 · A1,0 = 0.

The maps Ak,1−k for k � 2 are constructed by induction: Let D denote the differential
on Hom•(L•

ik
, L•

i0
). We need to find Ak,1−k

i0...ik
on Ui0...ik satisfying

(i)

(−1)k+1D
(

Ak,1−k
i0...ik

) =
[

δAk−1,2−k +
k−1
∑

l=1

Al,1−l ·Ak−l,1+l−k
]

i0...ik

. (18)

(ii) Ak,1−k
i0...ik

vanishes on the component S•|Uik
of L•

ik
.

Keep in mind that Ln
i = En+1

i ⊕Sni , condition (ii) is equivalent to the fact that Ak,1−k
i0...ik

lies in the subcomplex Hom•(E•+1
ik

, L•
i0
) of Hom•(L•

ik
, L•

i0
).

It is easy to verify that [δA1,0+ A1,0 ·A1,0]i jk lies in Hom•(E•+1
ik

, L•
i0
). Hence by

induction we know that the right-hand side of (18),
[

δAk−1,2−k + ∑k−1
l=1 Al,1−l ·
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Ak−l,1+l−k
]

i0...ik
, lies in Hom•(E•+1

ik
, L•

i0
) for k � 2. Also by induction we can show

that it is a cocycle under the differential D. By Lemma 2.29, Hom•(E•+1
ik

, L•
i0
) is

acyclic, hence Ak,1−k
i0...ik

in Hom•(E•+1
ik

, L•
i0
) which satisfies (18) exists. By induction we

have constructed the desired (L , A). �	
With the help of Proposition 3.20 we can prove the essential surjectivity of the sheafi-
fication functor S.

Corollary 3.21 (essential surjectivity) If the cover {Ui } is p-good, then the sheafifica-
tion functor S : Twperf(X) → Qcohperf(X) induces an essentially surjective functor

S : HoTwperf(X) → Dperf(Qcoh(X)).

Proof Let P = (S•, d) be an object in Qcohperf(X). Consider the associated twisted
complex T(P), by Proposition 3.20 there exist a twisted complex E together with a
weak equivalence

φ : E ∼−−→T(P).

Then by Corollary 3.10 we get a quasi-isomorphism

S(φ) : S(E) ∼−−→ST(P).

On the other hand, Proposition 3.12 provides us another quasi-isomorphism

τP : P ∼−−→ST(P).

Therefore S(E) is quasi-isomorphic to P . �	

3.3.3 Essential surjectivity on complexes of OX -modules

Now we want to show that the functor S : HoTwperf(X) → Dperf(X) is essentially
surjective. For this we need the following additional condition on the ringed space
(X,OX ).

Definition 3.22 We say a locally ringed space (X,OX ) satisfies the perfect-equivalent
condition if the natural map Dperf(Qcoh(X)) → Dperf(X) is an equivalence.

Further discussions of perfect-equivalent condition will be given in Appendix 1. In
particular, we can show that any quasi-compact and semi-separated scheme or any
Noetherian scheme satisfies the perfect-equivalent condition.

Corollary 3.21 and Definition 3.22 imply

Corollary 3.23 (essential surjectivity) If X satisfies the perfect-equivalent condition
and the cover {Ui } is p-good, then the functor

S : HoTwperf(X) → Dperf(X)

is essentially surjective.
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3.4 The fully-faithfulness of the sheafification functor

3.4.1 Fully faithful on complexes of quasi-coherent sheaves

We want to show that the sheafification functor S induces a fully faithful functor
S : HoTwperf(X) → Dperf(Qcoh(X)). First we have the following result.

Proposition 3.24 Let the cover {Ui } satisfy Hk(Ui ,F) = 0 for any i , any quasi-
coherent sheaf F on Ui and any k � 1. If E and F are both in the subcategory
Twperf(X), then S(φ) : S(E) → S(F) is a quasi-isomorphism if and only if φ : E → F

is invertible in HoTwperf(X).

Proof We first use Proposition 2.31, which claims that φ : E → F is invertible in
HoTw(X) if and only if φ is a weak equivalence. Moreover, Corollary 3.10 tells us
φ is a weak equivalence if and only if S(φ) : S(E) → S(F) is a quasi-isomorphism,
hence we get the result. �	

Now we are about to prove the full-faithfulness of the functor S. We divide the proof
into several steps and first we have the following lemma.

Lemma 3.25 (fullness) If the cover {Ui } is p-good, then the functor S : HoTwperf(X)

→ Dperf(Qcoh(X)) is full.

Proof Let A and B be two objects in Twperf(X). A morphism S(A) → S(B) in
Dperf(Qcoh(X)) can be written as

P

∼
μ

��		
		

		
		 ϕ

��













S(A) S(B).

Applying T we get

T(P)

∼
T(μ)

�����
��

��
�� T(ϕ)

����
��

��
��

�

TS(A) TS(B).

P is a perfect complex since it is quasi-isomorphic to S(A). Then by Proposition 3.20
there exists a resolution φ : E ∼−−→T(P) and hence

E

∼
T(μ)◦φ

��
��

��
��

�
T(ϕ)◦φ

��







TS(A) TS(B).
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Compose with γA : TS(A) → A and γB : TS(B) → B, we get

E

∼
γA◦T(μ)◦φ

����
��

��
�

γB◦T(ϕ)◦φ

���
��

��
��

�

A B.

The left map γA◦T(μ)◦φ is a weak equivalence between twisted perfect complexes
hence by Proposition 2.31 it is invertible up to homotopy. Let θ : A → B be the
composition

θ = γB◦T(ϕ)◦φ◦(

γA◦T(μ)◦φ
)−1

.

It is clear that S(θ) equals ϕ◦(μ)−1 in the derived category. We know that the functor
S is full. �	
Lemma 3.26 (faithfulness) If the cover {Ui } is p-good, then S : HoTwperf(X) →
Dperf(Qcoh(X)) is faithful.

Proof Let θ : A → B be a morphism between twisted perfect complexes such that
S(θ) = 0 in the derived category. Then, by definition, there is a complex P together
with a quasi-isomorphism μ : P → S(A) such that S(θ)◦μ is homotopic to 0. It
follows that

T(P)
T(μ)−−−→ TS(A)

T(S(θ))−−−−→ TS(B)

is homotopic to 0.
On the other hand, we have the following commutative diagram:

T(P)
T(μ) �� T(S(A))

T(S(θ)) ��

γA∼




T(S(B))

γB ∼




A
θ �� B,

hence θ ◦γA◦T(μ) is homotopic to 0 and so is θ ◦γA◦T(μ)◦φ, where φ : E → T(P)

is as in the proof of Lemma 3.25. From this we conclude that θ is homotopic to 0
because γA◦T(μ)◦φ is invertible up to homotopy. �	
As an immediate corollary of Lemmas 3.25 and 3.26 we have

Corollary 3.27 If the cover {Ui } is p-good, thenS : HoTwperf(X) → Dperf(Qcoh(X))

is fully faithful.

Remark 3.28 Thegreat advantage of twisted complexes is thatwehavemoreflexibility
onmorphisms. For examplewhen (X,OX ) is a projective scheme, then it iswell-known
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that any perfect complex on X is strictly perfect. In other words, let L(X) be the dg-
category of two-side bounded complexes of finitely generated locally free sheaves on
X . Then the natural functor HoL(X) → Dperf(Qcoh(X)) is essentially surjective but
not necessarily fully faithful.

In fact, let E and F be two objects in L(X) and φ : E ∼−−→F be a quasi-isomorphism.
Then in general φ does not have an inverse in HoL(X). Nevertheless the inverse of φ

exists in HoTwperf(X) if we consider E and F as twisted perfect complexes through
the twisting functor T and the cover is p-good.

Now we can state the main theorem of this paper which is an immediate consequence
of Corollaries 3.21 and 3.27.

Theorem 3.29 (dg-enhancement) If the cover {Ui } is p-good, then the sheafification
functor S : Twperf(X) → Qcohperf(X) gives an equivalence of categories

S : HoTwperf(X) → Dperf(Qcoh(X)).

Example 3.30 We have the following cases when we can apply Theorem 3.29. In
fact we only need to verify that the following spaces have p-good covers. For more
discussion on p-good covers see Appendix 2.

• Let (X,OX ) be a separated scheme and {Ui } be an affine cover, then we have an
equivalence of categories S : HoTwperf(X) → Dperf(Qcoh(X)).

• Let X be a complex manifold with the structure sheaf of holomorphic functions,
then we have an equivalence of categories S : HoTwperf(X) → Dperf(Qcoh(X)).

• Let X be a smooth manifold with the structure sheaf of smooth functions, then we
have an equivalence of categories S : HoTwperf(X) → Dperf(Qcoh(X)).

3.4.2 Fully faithful on complexes of OX -modules

Similar to the discussion in Sect. 3.3.3, we can add certain conditions on X and
get the fully faithfulness on perfect complexes of arbitrary OX -modules. As a direct
consequence of Corollary 3.27 and the perfect-equivalent condition (Definition 3.22)
we have

Corollary 3.31 (fully faithful) If X satisfies the perfect-equivalent condition and the
cover {Ui } is p-good, then the functor S : HoTwperf(X) → Dperf(X) is fully faithful.

Immediately from Corollaries 3.23 and 3.31 we have

Theorem 3.32 (dg-enhancement) If X satisfies the perfect-equivalent condition and
the cover {Ui } is p-good, then the sheafification functor S : Twperf(X) → Shperf(X)

gives an equivalence of categories

S : HoTwperf(X) → Dperf(X).

Example 3.33 The application of Theorem 3.32 is more restrictive than Theorem 3.29
since we need to verify the perfect-equivalent condition. Nevertheless it contains the
following important cases: Let (X,OX ) be a quasi-compact and semi-separated or
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Noetherian scheme and {Ui } be an affine cover, then we have an equivalence of cate-
gories S : HoTwperf(X) → Dperf(X). See Appendix 1, Corollary 6.6.

Remark 3.34 As we mentioned in Remark 1.2 in Introduction, twisted complexes
are very similar to the Čech enhancement introduced in [12]. In fact for a complex of
sheavesE on X , we could see thatST(E) is almost the same asE⊃ in [12, Section 3.2.3].
Nevertheless, our twisted complexes and the Čech enhancement in [12] have the
following two main differences:

• Twisted complexes allow twists (ai,1−i ) hence we could find resolutions of non-
strictly perfect complexes on non-GSP schemes.

• We do not have an order on the open subsets and we do not assume the open cover
is finite.

• We do not use the pushforward i! hence we do not consider E⊃ as in [12, Sec-
tion 3.2.3].

4 Applications of twisted complexes

Twisted complexes have various applications. For example in [15] twisted complexes
are used to formulate and prove a Grothendieck–Riemann–Roch theorem for per-
fect complexes and in [9] they are used to compute the higher algebraic K-theory of
schemes.

Remark 4.1 Neither of the above works uses the fact that twisted perfect complexes
are a dg-enhancement of perfect complexes.

In this paper we talk about the application of twisted complexes in descent theory. It is
well-known that one of the drawbacks of derived categories is that they do not satisfy
descent. In more details, let X be a scheme and U, V be an open cover of X , then we
have derived categories Dperf(X),Dperf (U ),Dperf(V ), and Dperf(U ∩V ). Moreover,
we have the fiber product of categories Dperf(U )×Dperf (U∩V )Dperf(V ). However, the
natural functor

Dperf(X) → Dperf(U )×Dperf (U∩V )Dperf(V )

is not an equivalence even in the case that X = P
1 and U, V are the upper and lower

hemispheres. See [18, Section 2.2 (d)] for more details.
This problem can be solved in the framework of dg-categories. In fact, Tabuada

in [16] gives an explicit construction of path object in dg-categories, which leads to
the following definition of homotopy fiber product of dg-categories.

Definition 4.2 ([1, Section 4]) Let A, B,C be dg-categories and φ : A → C , θ : B →
C be dg-functors. Then the homotopy fiber product A×h

C B is a dg-category with
objects

ob
(

A×h
C B

) = {

M, N , f : M ∈ ob(A), N ∈ ob(B),

f : φ(M) → θ(N ) closed of degree 0

and invertible in H0(C)
}

.
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The degree k morphisms between (M1, N1, f1) and (M2, N2, f2) are given by

(μ, ν, τ ) ∈ Ak(M1, M2)⊕Bk(N1, N2)⊕Ck−1(φ(M1), θ(N2))

with composition given by

(μ′, ν′, τ ′)(μ, ν, τ ) = (μ′μ, ν′ν, τ ′φ(μ) + θ(ν′)τ ).

The differential on the morphisms is given by

d(μ, ν, τ ) = (

dμ, dν, dτ + f2φ(μ) − (−1)kθ(ν) f1
)

.

Remark 4.3 We should mention that in [18, Section 5.3] Toën uses the injective
enhancement Lpe(X) and claims that

Lpe(X)
∼→ Lpe(U )×h

Lpe(U∩V ) Lpe(V ).

Moreover, in [1] the authors use the cohesive modules as another dg-enhancements
and prove that they have the descent property.

Now we move on to the descent problem of twisted perfect complexes. Let X be a
separated scheme and X = U ∪ V be two open subsets. For simplicity let us consider
the case that U and V are affine. Then U ∩ V is affine too. Moreover, {U, V } gives
an affine (hence p-good) open cover of X and we have Twperf(X,OX , {U, V }).

It is clear that Twperf(U,OU , {U }) is exactly the dg-category of strictly perfect
complexes on U . The same assertion holds for Twperf(V,OV , {V }) and Twperf(U ∩
V,OU∩V , {U ∩V }). There are natural dg-functors

φ : Twperf(U,OU , {U }) → Twperf(U ∩V,OU∩V , {U ∩V })

and

θ : Twperf(V,OV , {V }) → Twperf(U ∩V,OU∩V , {U ∩V })

given by restriction.
We omit the open covers and structure rings in the notation of the twisted perfect

complexes and we have the following descent property.

Proposition 4.4 Let X,U, V be as above, then we have a quasi-equivalence of dg-
categories

Twperf(X) ∼−−→Twperf(U )×h
Twperf (U∩V )Twperf(V ).

Proof The main part of the proof is to untangle the definition of homotopy fiber
product. Let E be an object in Twperf(X). Then it gives E•

U on U and E•
V on V .
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It is clear that E•
U together with a0,1

U give an object in Twperf(U ) and we denote it by
M. Similarly E•

V together with a0,1
V give an objectN in Twperf(V ). Moreover, the map

a1,0
VU gives the morphism f : M → N and it is homotopic invertible since a satisfies

the Maurer–Cartan equation and has the non-degenerate property.
Hence we get a dg-functor

R : Twperf(X) → Twperf(U )×h
Twperf (U∩V )Twperf(V ).

It is clear that R is essentially surjective. By the same method as in the proof of
Proposition 3.20 we can prove it is also quasi-fully faithful. �	
Remark 4.5 The same idea works for the general case where U and V are not affine.
Nevertheless we need an explicit construction of homotopy limit of dg-categories and
this topic will be treated in another paper.

5 Further topics

5.1 Twisted coherent complexes

In this subsection we consider a variation of twisted perfect complexes, where the
two-side bounded complexes are replaced by bounded above complexes. We omit
most of the proofs since they are the same as the corresponding proofs for the twisted
perfect complexes.

5.1.1 The derived category of bounded above coherent complexes

First we review the relevant derived categories. We have a definition of coherent
complex.

Definition 5.1 Let (X,OX ) be a separated, Noetherian scheme. A complex S• of
OX -modules is bounded above and coherent if for any point x ∈ X , there exist an
open neighborhood U of x and a bounded above complex of finite rank, locally free
sheaves E•

U onU such that the restriction S•|U is isomorphic to E•
U in D(OX |U -mod),

the derived category of sheaves of OX -modules on U .

Remark 5.2 If X is not a separated Noetherian scheme then the category of bounded
above coherent complexes does not behave well. In fact a more standard notion is
the pseudo-coherent complex on a ringed space, see [2, Exposé I] or [17, Section 2].
Nevertheless, pseudo-coherent coincides with our definition of coherent if X is a
Noetherian scheme as shown in Appendix 1. In this paper we will stick to the above
definition of coherent complex.

In this subsection we always assume X is a separated Noetherian scheme.We consider
the following categories.

Definition 5.3 Let Sh−
coh(X) be the full dg-subcategory of Sh(X) which consists

of bounded above coherent complexes on X . Similarly we have K−
coh(X), D−

coh(X),
K−
coh(Qcoh(X)), and D−

coh(Qcoh(X)).
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5.1.2 Twisted coherent complexes

We have the following definition which is similar to Definition 2.14.

Definition 5.4 A twisted coherent complex E = (E•, a) is the same as twisted
complex except that E• are bounded above graded finitely generated locally free
OX -modules. The twisted coherent complexes form a dg-category and we denote
it by Tw−

coh(X,OX , {Ui }) or simply Tw−
coh(X). Obviously Tw−

coh(X) is a full dg-
subcategory of Tw(X) while Twperf(X) is a full dg-subcategory of Tw−

coh(X).

The differential δa , shift functor, mapping cone and weak equivalence as in Sects. 2.5
and 2.6 can be defined on Tw−

coh(X) without any change. Moreover we have the same
result as in Proposition 2.31.

Proposition 5.5 Let the cover {Ui } satisfy Hk(Ui ,F) = 0 for any i , any quasi-
coherent sheafF onUi andany k � 0. IfEandF are both in the subcategoryTw−

coh(X),
then a closed degree zero morphism φ between twisted complexes E and F is a weak
equivalence if and only if φ is invertible in the homotopy category HoTwcoh(X).

Proof Notice that in the proof of Proposition 2.31 we do not use the boundedness of
the complexes hence the same proof works for HoTwcoh(X). �	

5.1.3 The sheafification functor on twisted coherent complexes

We wish to restrict the sheafification functor in Definition 3.3 to twisted coherent
complexes and get a dg-functor S : Tw−

coh(X) → Sh(X) and we want to achieve a
result which is similar to Remark 3.4, i.e. we want the dg-functor S maps Tw−

coh(X)

to complexes of quasi-coherent sheaves. However, there is a serious problem here.
Recall that in (13) of the definition of S we have

Sn(E) =
∏

p+q=n

Eq
i0

∣

∣

Ui0 ...i p
.

NowE = (E•
i , a) is a twisted coherent complexhence E•

i is bounded above.Therefore,
∏

p+q=n E
q
i0
|Ui0 ...i p

is an infinite product. The problem is that the category Qcoh(X)

does not have infinite direct products for general X , and even when it has, the infinite
direct product in Qcoh(X) is not the same as the product in the larger category Sh(X).

To solve this problem we have to slightly modify the definition of S. First we
introduce the following definition.

Definition 5.6 A twisted quasi-coherent complex E = (E•, a) is the same as twisted
complex except that E• are graded quasi-coherent OX -modules. The twisted quasi-
coherent complexes form a dg-category and we denote it by Twqcoh(X,OX , {Ui }) or
simply Twqcoh(X). Obviously, Twqcoh(X) is a full dg-subcategory of Tw(X) while
Twperf(X) and Tw−

coh(X) are full dg-subcategories of Twqcoh(X).

Before defining the sheafification functor we need the following lemma.

Lemma 5.7 ([17, Lemma B.12]) Let X be a quasi-compact and quasi-separated
scheme, then the category Qcoh(X) has all limits.
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Then we define the sheafification functor in a slightly modified way and we will call
it˜S.

Definition 5.8 Let X be a separated Noetherian (hence quasi-compact and quasi-
separated) scheme. The definition of˜S : Twqcoh(X) → Qcoh(X) is the same as that
of S in Definition 3.3 except that in the equation

˜Sn(E) =
∏

p+q=n

Eq
i0

∣

∣

Ui0 ...i p

we take the direct product in Qcoh(X). By Lemma 5.7,˜S is well-defined.

Remark 5.9 The functor˜S coincides with S if restricted to Twperf(X) since in this case
the product

∏

p+q=n E
q
i0
|Ui0 ...i p

is finite and the product in Qcoh(X) coincides with
that in Sh(X).

Keep in mind that Proposition 3.5 works for any twisted complexes, hence it works
for twisted coherent complexes. Moreover, following similar arguments, we also have
the same result as in Corollary 3.8.

Proposition 5.10 If E = (E•, a) is a twisted coherent complex, then the sheafification
˜S•(E) is a coherent complex of sheaves on (X,OX ). In other words, the sheafification
functor˜S restricts to Tw−

coh(X) and gives the following dg-functor:

˜S : Tw−
coh(X) → Qcoh−

coh(X).

5.1.4 The essential surjectivity in the coherent case

Similar to the discussion in Sect. 3.3, the dg-functor ˜S : Tw−
coh(X) → Qcoh−

coh(X)

induces a functor ˜S : HoTw−
coh(X) → D−

coh(Qcoh(X)). In this subsection we will
show that this functor is essentially surjective under some mild condition. Moreover
we will show that the functor ˜S : HoTw−

coh(X) → D−
coh(X) is essentially surjective

under some additional conditions.
First we have the following definitions which are similar to Definitions 3.16

and 3.18.

Definition 5.11 A locally ringed space (U,OU ) is called c-good if it satisfies:

• For every coherent complex C• on U which consists of quasi-coherent sheaves,
there exist a bounded above complex of finitely generated locally free sheaves E•
together with a quasi-isomorphism v : E• ∼−−→C•.

• The higher cohomologies of quasi-coherent sheaves vanish, i.e. Hk(U,F) = 0 for
any quasi-coherent sheaf F on U and any k � 1.

Remark 5.12 The letter “c” in the term “c-good space” stands for “coherent”.

Definition 5.13 Let (X,OX ) be a locally ringed space, an open cover {Ui } of X is
called a c-good cover if (UI ,OX |UI ) is a c-good space for any finite intersection UI

of the open cover.
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For a separated, Noetherian scheme (X,OX ), any affine cover {Ui } is c-good, see
Appendix 2.

Then we have the coherent version of twisted resolution, the proof is similar to the
one of Proposition 3.20.

Proposition 5.14 Assume the cover {Ui } is c-good. Let P = (S•, dS) be a bounded
above coherent complex which consists of quasi-coherent modules, then there exist a
twisted coherent complex E together with a weak equivalence

φ : E ∼−−→T(P).

Hence we have the following essential surjectivity, the proof is similar to the one of
Corollary 3.21.

Corollary 5.15 If the cover {Ui } is c-good, then˜S : Tw−
coh(X) → Qcoh−

coh(X) induces
an essentially surjective functor˜S : HoTw−

coh(X) → D−
coh(Qcoh(X)).

The essential surjectivity on arbitrary OX -modules involves the following definition.

Definition 5.16 We say a locally ringed space (X,OX ) satisfies the coherent-
equivalent condition if the natural mapD−

coh(Qcoh(X)) → D−
coh(X) is an equivalence.

Actually we can show that anyNoetherian schemewith finite Krull dimension satisfies
the coherent-equivalent condition, see Appendix 1, Corollary 6.8.

Corollary 5.15 and Definition 5.16 imply

Corollary 5.17 If X satisfies the coherent-equivalent condition and the cover {Ui } is
c-good, then the functor˜S : HoTw−

coh(X) → D−
coh(X) is essentially surjective.

5.1.5 The fully-faithfulness on coherent complexes

Due to Proposition 5.5, following the proof of Proposition 3.24, we obtain

Proposition 5.18 Let the cover {Ui } satisfy Hk(Ui ,OX |Ui ) = 0 for any i and any
k � 0. If E and F are both in the subcategory Tw−

coh(X), then˜S(φ) : ˜S(E) → ˜S(F) is
a quasi-isomorphism if and only if φ : E → F is invertible in HoTw−

coh(X).

Analogously to Corollary 3.27, we have

Corollary 5.19 If the cover {Ui } is c-good, then˜S : HoTw−
coh(X) → D−

coh(Qcoh(X))

is fully faithful.

Further, as an immediate consequence of Corollaries 5.15 and 5.19, we have

Theorem 5.20 If the cover {Ui } is c-good, then the sheafification functor˜S : Tw−
coh(X)

→ Qcoh−
coh(X) gives an equivalence of categories

˜S : HoTw−
coh(X) → D−

coh(Qcoh(X)).

Example 5.21 If X is a separated Noetherian scheme and {Ui } is an affine cover, then
we have an equivalence of categories˜S : HoTw−

coh(X) → D−
coh(Qcoh(X)).
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Now consider the coherent complexes of arbitrary OX -modules. As an immediate
consequence of Theorem 5.20 and Definition 5.16, we have

Theorem 5.22 If X satisfies the coherent-equivalent condition and the cover {Ui } is
c-good, then the sheafification functor˜S : Tw−

coh(X) → Qcoh−
coh(X) gives an equiva-

lence of categories

˜S : HoTw−
coh(X) → D−

coh(X).

Example 5.23 If X is a separated Noetherian scheme with finite Krull dimension and
{Ui } is an affine cover, then we have an equivalence of categories˜S : HoTw−

coh(X) →
D−
coh(X). See Appendix 1, Corollary 6.8.

5.2 Degenerate twisted complexes

Recall that in the definition of twisted complex we have the non-degenerate condition
which requires that on each Ui we have

a1,0i i = id

up to homotopy. It is interesting to see what happens if we drop the non-degenerate
condition. In fact we have the following definition.

Definition 5.24 A generalized twisted complex is the same as a twisted complex
except that we do not require a1,0

i i = id up to homotopy. Similarly we have generalized
twisted perfect complexes and generalized twisted coherent complexes. We denote
the dg-category of generalized twisted complexes by gTw(X). Similarly we have
gTwperf(X) and gTw−

coh(X).

Example 5.25 For given E•
i , we could set all ak,1−k to be 0. It definitely satisfies the

Maurer–Cartan equation δa + a ·a = 0 hence it gives a generalized twisted complex
but not a twisted complex unless E•

i are all zero.

For generalized twisted complexes we have the following obvious observations:

• Tw(X) is a full dg-subcategory of gTw(X), Twperf(X) is a full dg-subcategory of
gTwperf(X) and Tw−

coh(X) is a full dg-subcategory of gTw−
coh(X).

• Nevertheless there is no inclusion relation between gTwperf(X) and Tw(X) nor
between gTw−

coh(X) and Tw(X).
• The pre-triangulated structure as in Sect. 2.5 can be defined on gTw(X), gTwperf(X)

and gTw−
coh(X) without any change.

• The weak equivalence in gTw(X) is exactly the same as in Sect. 2.6. Moreover,
Definition 2.27 and Proposition 2.31 still hold for generalized twisted complexes.

• We can define the sheafification functor S : gTw(X) → Sh(X) in the same way as
in Definitions 3.1 and 3.3.
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It is not obvious that S maps a generalized twisted perfect/coherent complex to a per-
fect/coherent complex.Actuallywe need somemorework. Recall, Lemma 2.19 claims
that if the maps ak,1−k satisfy the Maurer–Cartan equation, then a1,0

i i : (En
i , a0,1

i ) →
(En

i , a0,1
i ) is an idempotent map in the homotopy category K(Ui ), i.e. (a1,0

i i )2 = a1,0
i i

up to chain homotopy.
It is a classical result that the category K(Ui ) is idempotent complete [6, Proposi-

tion 3.2], i.e. for any object S of K(Ui ) and any idempotent α : S → S, there exists a
splitting ofα.More precisely, there exist a splitting T inK(Ui ) togetherwith i : T → S
and p : S → T such that

pi = idT , i p = α.

Intuitively such splitting T can be considered as the image of the map α. However, in
general T is not the naïve image of α in the chain complex.

The following proposition gives an explicit construction of the splitting.

Proposition 5.26 Let E = (E•
i , a) be a generalized twisted complex and (S•(E), δa)

be the associated complex of sheaves. Then (S•(E), δa)|Uj is a splitting of the idem-
potent a1,0

j j : (En
j , a

0,1
j ) → (En

j , a
0,1
j ), i.e. we have two morphisms

f : (S•(E), δa)|Uj → (

E•
j , a

0,1
j

)

, g : (

E•
j , a

0,1
j

) → (S•(E), δa)|Uj

such that

f ◦g = a1,0j j , g◦ f = idS•(E)|Uj
up to chain homotopy.

Proof The proof is exactly the same as that of Proposition 3.5 except that here f ◦g =
a1,0
j j is not necessarily equal to id, not even up to homotopy. �	

With the help of Proposition 5.26 we can get the following result.

Corollary 5.27 If E = (E•, a) is a generalized twisted perfect (or twisted coherent)
complex, then the sheafification S•(E) is a perfect (or coherent, respectively) com-
plex of sheaves on (X,OX ). In other words, the sheafification functor S restricts to
gTwperf(X) (or gTw−

coh(X), respectively) and gives the following dg-functor:

S : gTwperf(X) → Qcohperf(X), S : gTw−
coh(X) → Qcohcoh(X).

Proof Since E = (E•, a) is a generalized twisted perfect complex, for each Uj the
complex (E•

j , a
0,1
j ) is a two-side bounded complex which consists of locally free

finitely generated OX -modules, i.e. (E•
j , a

0,1
j ) is an object in Kperf(Uj ). We know that

Kperf(Uj ) is also idempotent complete since it consists of compact objects in K(Uj ).
Proposition 5.26 tells us that S•(E)|Uj is a splitting of idempotent a1,0

j j hence S
•(E)|Uj

is perfect onUj . Moreover, this is true for any memberUj of the open cover, therefore
S•(E) is a perfect complex of sheaves on (X,OX ). The same proof works for twisted
coherent complexes. �	
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Corollary 5.28 • If the cover {Ui } is p-good, then the functor

S : Ho(gTwperf(X)) → Dperf(Qcoh(X))

is essentially surjective.
• If the cover {Ui } is c-good, then the functor

S : Ho(gTw−
coh(X)) → Dcoh(Qcoh(X))

is essentially surjective.

Proof By Corollary 3.21 we already know that S : HoTwperf(X) → Dperf(Qcoh(X))

is essentially surjective. Since Twperf(X) is a subcategory of gTwperf(X) and the
functors S coincide on Twperf(X), the claim is obviously true. The same proof works
for twisted coherent complexes. �	
However, S does not induce a fully faithful functor

S : Ho(gTwperf(X)) → Dperf(Qcoh(X))

nor

S : Ho(gTw−
coh(X)) → Dcoh(Qcoh(X)).

The main reason of the failure is that we no longer have the same result as in Corol-
lary 3.10 for generalized twisted complexes and Proposition 2.31 does not hold for
generalized twisted complexes either.

In fact, if E and F are generalized twisted coherent complexes, then the fact that
S(φ) : S(E) → S(F) is a quasi-isomorphism does not imply φ : E → F is invertible
in the homotopy category.

Example 5.29 For a counter-example, let E = (E•
i , 0) be non-zero, two-side bounded

graded locally free finitely generated OX -modules on each Ui with all a equal to
0. Let F simply be 0 and φ be the zero map. It is clear that φ

0,0
i : E•

i → 0 is not
a quasi-isomorphism hence φ cannot be invertible in Ho(gTwperf(X)). However, by
Proposition 5.26 it is not difficult to show that S(E) is an acyclic complex hence
S(φ) = 0 : S(E) → 0 is a quasi-isomorphism.

The above discussion tells us that (gTwperf(X), S) (or (gTw−
coh(X), S)) is not a

dg-enhancement of Dperf(Qcoh(X)) (or Dcoh(Qcoh(X)) respectively). Nevertheless,
gTw(X) has its own interests and may be further studied in the future.

5.3 Quillen adjunction

The proof of dg-enhancement in this paper is more or less a by-hand proof. Never-
theless in this section we would like to briefly mention a more categorical approach
which we hope can give a systematic proof of the result in this paper.
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We have defined two dg-functors S : Tw(X) → Sh(X) and T : Sh(X) → Tw(X).
We have found the relations between them in Propositions 3.12, 3.13 and 3.15.

On the other hand, we have the injective and projective model structure on Sh(X),
see [11]. Moreover, in Definition 2.27 we already have a notion of weak equivalence
in Tw(X) and we wish to further construct a suitable model structure on Tw(X) with
the weak equivalence as above, which, together with the suitable model structure on
Sh(X), makes S and T a Quillen adjunction and further a Quillen equivalence

S : Tw(X) � Sh(X) :T.

TheQuillen adjunction, if exists, will reveal deeper information on twisted complexes.
It is also hoped that the dg-enhancement result can be proved in this approach.

Appendix 1: Some discussions on complexes of sheaves

Pseudo-coherent complexes and coherent complexes

Recall that we have Definition 5.1 of coherent complexes in Sect. 5.1. For general
locally ringed spaces (X,OX ), this version of coherent complex does not behave well
and we have the following definition.

Definition 6.1 ([17, Definitions 2.1.1 and 2.2.6] or [2, Exposé I,2.1,2.3])

• For an integer n, a complex E• of OX -modules on X is called strictly n-pseudo-
coherent if Ei is a locally free finitely generated OX -module for i � n and Ei = 0
for i sufficiently large.

• A complex E• of OX -modules on X is called strictly pseudo-coherent if it is n-
strictly-pseudo-coherent for all n, i.e. it is a bounded above complex of locally
free finitely generated OX -modules.

• For any integer n, a complex E• ofOX -modules on X is calledm-pseudo-coherent
if for any point x ∈ X there exist an open neighborhood x ∈ U ⊂ X and a
morphism of complexes α : P•

U → E•|U where PU is strictly n-pseudo-coherent
on U and α is a quasi-isomorphism on U .

• We say E• is pseudo-coherent if it is n-pseudo-coherent for all n.

We may hope that a pseudo-coherent complex is locally quasi-isomorphic to a strictly
pseudo-coherent complex. However according to [17, 2.2.7] it is not true in general:

For a pseudo-coherent complex of general OX -modules, there will locally be
n-quasi-isomorphisms with a strictly pseudo-coherent complex, but the local
neighborhoods where the n-quasi-isomorphisms are defined may shrink as n
goes to −∞, and so may fail to exist in the limit. So there may not be a local
quasi-isomorphism with a strict pseudo-coherent complex.

As a result, the definition of pseudo-coherent complex and our definition of coherent
complex are not equivalent in general. Nevertheless if we assume X is a Noetherian
scheme, then we have the following proposition.
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Proposition 6.2 ([17, 2.2.8], [2, Exposé I, Section 3]) A complex E• of OX -modules
on a Noetherian scheme X is pseudo-coherent if and only if E• is cohomologically
bounded above and all Hk(E•) are coherent OX -modules, i.e. E• is pseudo-coherent
if and only if E• ∈ D−

coh(X).

Quasi-coherent modules v.s. arbitrary OX -modules

It is a subtle but important question whether we could replace a complex of OX -
modules by a complex of quasi-coherent modules in the derived categories. In this
subsectionwe collect some results on this topicwhich can be found in [17,AppendixB]
and [2, Exposé II].

Definition 6.3 Let (X,OX ) be a locally ringed space. A sheaf of OX -modules F is
called quasi-coherent if for every point x ∈ X there exists an open neighbourhood
x ∈ U ⊂ X such that F|U is isomorphic to the cokernel of a map

⊕

j∈J

OX |U →
⊕

i∈I
OX |U .

Remark 6.4 If (X,OX ) is a complex manifold, then we need the category of Fréchet
quasi-coherent sheaves, which is a variation of the category of quasi-coherent sheaves,
see [8, Section 4.3] for more details.

The natural inclusion i : Qcoh(X) → Sh(X) induces a natural functor

˜i : D(Qcoh(X)) → DQcoh(X),

where DQcoh(X) is the derived category of complexes of OX -modules with quasi-
coherent cohomologies. However, the functor˜i is not necessarily essentially surjective
nor fully faithful. The same is true when we restrict to certain subcategories such as
perfect complexes or coherent complexes.

Since˜i : D(Qcoh(X)) → DQcoh(X) is not an equivalence in general, we need
to impose some condition on the locally ringed space (X,OX ) for our purpose, see
Definitions 3.22 and 5.16. It is important to verify for which X this condition holds.
In fact we have the following result.

Proposition 6.5 ([17, Proposition B.16], [2, Exposé II, 3.5]) Let X be either a quasi-
compact and semi-separated scheme, or else a Noetherian scheme. Then the functor
˜i : D+(Qcoh(X)) → D+

Qcoh(X) is an equivalence, whereD+(Qcoh(X)) is the derived
category of complexes of quasi-coherent modules with bounded below cohomologies,
and D+

Qcoh(X) is the derived category of complexes of OX -modules with bounded
below and quasi-coherent cohomologies.

Corollary 6.6 Any quasi-compact and semi-separated or Noetherian scheme satisfies
the perfect-equivalent condition.

Proof On a quasi-compact scheme, any perfect complex has bounded below coho-
mology, hence by Proposition 6.5 any quasi-compact scheme satisfies the perfect-
equivalent condition. �	
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However, a bounded above coherent complex is not necessarily bounded below hence
we can no longer use Proposition 6.5. Nevertheless, we have the same result under
additional conditions.

Proposition 6.7 ([17, B.17]) Let X be either a Noetherian scheme of finite Krull
dimension or a semi-separated scheme with underlying space a Noetherian space of
finite Krull dimension. Then the functor˜i : D(Qcoh(X)) → DQcoh(X) is an equiva-
lence.

Hence we immediately have

Corollary 6.8 Any Noetherian scheme of finite Krull dimension or a semi-separated
scheme with underlying space a Noetherian space of finite Krull dimension satisfies
the coherent-equivalent condition.

Appendix 2: Good covers of locally ringed spaces

We discuss good covers of locally ringed spaces in this appendix. Recall Defini-
tions 3.16, 3.18, 5.11, and 5.13. The definition of good cover is not too restrictive
since we have the following examples of ringed spaces with good covers:

• (X,OX ) is a separated scheme, then any affine cover is both p-good and c-good.
In fact, on a separated scheme the intersection of two affine open subsets is still
affine hence the second condition of Definition 3.16 is obviously satisfied and the
first condition is proved in [17, Proposition 2.3.1].

• (X,OX ) is a complexmanifoldwithOX the sheaf of holomorphic functions. In this
case a Stein cover is both p-good and c-good. Actually on complex manifolds we
should use the definition of Fréchet quasi-coherent sheaves, which is a variation
of ordinary quasi-coherent sheaves, see [8, Section 4]. A Stein manifold satisfies
the second condition of Definition 3.16 by [8, Proposition 4.3.3], and the first
condition can be proved in the same way as the argument in [17, Section 2].

• (X,OX ) is a paracompact topological space with soft structure sheaf OX . Then
any contractible open cover is both p-good and c-good.
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